**STANDARD IMAGING SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE PLAN**

Software maintenance includes updates and new features listed below, in addition to unlimited one-on-one support by phone, email or chat.

Following is a list of recent improvements and added features to the **IMSure Software** along with a planned list for future releases.

- Logfile input for IMRT and VMAT plan QA [FUTURE]
- 3D dose calculations [FUTURE]
- Halcyon functionality [FUTURE]
- Automatic dose calculations in QA Module [v3.8]
- Improved automatic depth calculations for static arcs [v3.8]
- Transverse view display shows CT images [v3.8]
- Windows 10 compatibility [v3.8]
- Import tool association of a patient CT set and structures with the plan, for situations in which the automatic association fails. [v3.7]
- Plots added in the source library to show the radial dose function in graphical form, not just the table form. [v3.7]
- Calculation point color changes in the brachytherapy module to make the selected calculation point more visible in the 3D image. [v3.7]
- Brachytherapy dwell times on reports standardized to seconds to match the TPS format for all dwell times matching the TPS format. [v3.7]
- VMAT capability [v3.6]
- Calculates effective depths using CT images [v3.5]